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Abstract 
Modern dynamic program languages such as ADA, PASCAL, MODULA'2 give us further 
possibilities to generalize the idea of classical real numbers. There are many applications 
in GIS where it is not possible to effectively model the invidual values of attributes neither 
with integer data type (N) nor positive integer numbers (Z). For instance an elevation 
of object such as attributes could oscillate between lower and upper limits. Those limits 
are always determined by the information environment. In case of subrange data type the 
declaration may be the following: high-type = 200 .,. 700, where 200 is the lower and 
700 is the upper limit within a territory. 
Test Results Using Subrange Data Type 
Our aim is to present the attempted applications of subra~ge data types in caSe of 2D 
and 3D space attributes generally. 
First we transform the polyfill function in a graphic software package in such a way 
that during the filling procedure the function enumerates the pixels from zero and stops 
at a desired point, which we wanted to determine with subrange data type, instead of 
coordinates. If the given point is the same pixel where the filling begins then the 'place 
code' is zero, and if the last pixel's then the value of place code is very close to the polygon 
area. The difference depends on the domain in which the filling occurs in cases as 
the polygon is an open 2D interval, namely just those pixels wiII colour whose centre 
is inside the theoretical boundary of polygon (the domain of subrange data type is 
always smaller than the area of polygon) 
- the polygon is a closed 2D interval, just those pixels will colour it which are inside 
the polygon or on its boundary (the domain of subrange data type is always larger 
than the area) 
- the filling method is similar, it has almost become standard in digital geometry, 
namely one half of those pixels which are on the polygon border will belong to 
the domains of neighbouring polygons and the other half will take over from the 
neighbours. In such a case the domain of subrange data type is smaller or greater, 
but perhaps it should be exactly equal to the area of the polygon. 
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In the case of polygon system the above described subrange data type can be used 
in the same way as the original polyfiIl function works if for example inside a certain 
given area we would colour the whole forest or fish-pond. If the function does not find the 
desired point during the :filling procedure inside the first polygon then the enumeration 
will continue at the following polygon skipping the empty domains between the polygons. 
According to the above mentioned subrange data type is in practice a 2D domain which 
consists of more parts and may be quite irregular with rugged edges and holes, moreover 
inside holes may be possible one or more other polygons. 
We modified the well-known structure of Quad-tree and R-tree for the other exper-
iment series so it wiII be suitable for effective location. Because without modifying, the 
leaf generating procedure completely fills the given object with different size leafs. If a 
monitoring command stops the filling procedure at the point which we wanted to localize 
and summarize the area of generated leafs then this amount - as a generalization of our 
previous attempts - gives unambiguous position. 
It proved to be the simplest and quickest solution when the object - which serves 
as a domain - was sequentially decomposed into triangles and we paid attention in which 
triangle could be found the point. The position is the sum of the areas of previous triangles 
completed with a value determines the pixel in the last triangle where the point is situated. 
Naturally that would be the real solution if we could determine the position with 
binary searching, namely logarithmic searching. It would be necessary a kind of algorithm 
to this which could divide optional shape objects or group of objects sequentially in a way 
that the two parts of the area would be approximately the same size. Only that case can 
realize a searching method where the necessary elements of objects are minimum. 
We tested also the version when 2D binary tree was used instead of quad-tree. 
According to our experiences in both cases relatively much time is required for solution. 
For this reason we tried the inorder traversal instead of preorder one. At such a :filling 
method the average runtime and sheet number length were minimum. 
Keywords: Virtual machine, storage, coordinate system, inteligent database, constraint-
based reasoning 
Introduction 
Neither geodesy nor cartography was able to afford to create real consistent 
systems till digital geometry made available for them the own precise means 
for solution 2D and 3D tasks (ROSENFELD, 1979). 
In digital geometry out of select resolution there is no need to com-
promise: there is no construction error, rounding error at all, no error 
accumulation, neither inconsistency nor neglecting. The image of digital 
(digitized) space is a Taster map, which contrasts with traditional maps 
consist of finite number and finite size points, mostly squares. The same is 
valid for the lines, line segments and other map elements, too. 
The 'empty' raster map which consists of raster points of suitable 
size and number according to the current requirements and possibilities 
constructs a common geometric event space both geodesy and cartography. 
Single 'empty' raster point has elementary geometric information, a figure 
consists of more 'empty' raster points has complex geometric information. 
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This latter essentially is the common collective noun of the usual location, 
shape, size, orientation et cetera. 
Data Structure 
Because the most simple way to store the content of a 2D map is a quadratic' 
matrix therefore the n X n size two dimensional array consisting of n rows 
and columns is the most simple form which suits best to the idea of tra-
ditional map sheet in a computer (BURTON KOLLIAS - KOLLIAS, 1987). 
We can refer to an individual raster element not only with its coordinate 
(namely telling which row and column section point is in the array) but 
one can use any code based on another neighbourhood relationship. Essen-
tially the neighbourhood relationship belonging to tree structure base of 
every hierarchical system, such as administrative, cartographic or any kind 
of which defined by more digit number one or more dimensional number 
system (Fig. 1) . 
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Fig. 1. Quadtrees 
As we know the sheet number of Unified National Mapping System 
in Hungary (EOTR) is split the original domain in quarters so the digits of 
sheet numbers form four digit numerical systems. Applying this procedure 
such square shape raster array where length of side is integer power of '2' 
so one can refer to 4, 16, 64 ... size arrays individually using sheet number. 
Certainly by using shorter sheet number we can refer to larger sheet which 
is imposssible directly in case of using array structure. The solution above 
which is called quadtree (SAMET - VVEBBER, 1983, 1985; SAMET, 1984) 
is the simplest and wide-spread version among tree structures. The most 
effective means of structured location determination as it is called 'posi-
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tiontree' or 'spatialtree' is based on a quadtree also. However, the simplest 
and most efficient solution would be the 'bintree' (binary tree). 
Position Determination 
If we would like to refer to a certain point of a polygon (to the part of 
cm2 of parcel, building et cetera) usually we should have such a circum-
spect and economical way as we used to refer to a certain day of a certain 
month. The most impQriant principle: we have to measure the 'spatial 
point' and 'spatial interval' one and the same unit or we should use such 
kinds of units where the simple conversion is solvable vice versa. This is 
the basic requirement of system theory, however, the coordinates do not 
satisfy these requirements consequently they are not the most suitable for 
LIS or GIS systems at all. For determination of point positions interpreted 
on plumb line the meter, dm, cm, mm are correct because the one dimen-
sional 'spatial interval' (the distance) has been measured with the same 
units. For determination of point positions in the case of 2D it must have 
to measure in m 2 , dm2 , cm2 , mm2 (namely in subarea) because the two 
dimensional 'spatial interval' (the area) has been measured with the same 
unit also. Point positions in 3D must have to measure with m 3, dm3, cm3 , 
mm3 (namely in subvolume) because the three dimensional 'spatial period' 
(the volume) has been measured with the same unit, too. Following this 
principle it is possible to determine a point position in percentage or per 
thousand of its domain (area or volume) or using any kind of ratio also. 
In other terms the position sho'uld be dimensionless number. It is neces-
sary to give the point positions directly instead of indirectly. Because the 
coordinate always fixes a foot position on convenient coordinate axes con-
sequently it does not answer for the question 'where is the point?', the 
answer refers to the location of foot points. 'Simplicity' and 'unity' are the 
two most important characteristics of every real 'long term' solution as of 
the up-to-date solution, too. It would be the most simple way according 
to the days in a calendar, the seconds, or the buildings in the streets to 
number the raster elements. In order to distinguish from parcel number, 
house number and lots of other kinds of number we will call it posit-ion 
number (KADAR PAPP, 1994). 
As far back as 1899 George Pick an American mathematician worked 
out simple and precise formulas and theses in support of the above de-
scribed ideas in mathematical way. The famous formula T = B + K /2 - 1 
expresses the area of an arbitrary shape polygon as a function of number 
K and B the pixels which are on the polygon boundary or inside the poly-
gon (KARTESZI, 1966). The number values of T, Band K assigning the 
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cardinality of a certain kind of geometric type are set or subset. Of course 
the position of raster elements is system sensitive, for example the position 
of signed element is 103rd (Fig. 2a), becomes 52nd (Fig. 2b) and finally 
gets 12th position number (Fig. 2c). 
Fig. 2. Nested position numbering system 
It is possible to attach one or more 2D or 3D coordinate systems 
to every polygon or polyhedron and when it is necessary (but only at 
that occasion) of using simple formulas we can compute coordinates from 
position numbers. Two or three coordinates can be computed from one 
position number. Thus the position number has close connection with the 
point number. The position numbeT attaches to eveTY potentially possible 
point and the point numbeT is attached to the existing contTOl points. When 
we want to determine the positions from x, y coordinates the only thing 
which we have to know is the positions of vertices of polygon defining the 
domain of position system. \Ve need the same data also when we want 
to determine the coordinates from position number. Consequently, eveTY 
stTuctuTed position system of such a TecuTsively handles tTee stTuctuTe wheTe 
the geometTic data aTe only in the TOot of tTee namely the size of Tectangle OT 
squaTe which coveTS the whole polygon. The position system needs the same 
size of memory in a comput.-::' as the position of polygon vertex system. 
However, this does not mean that there is additional memory required. 
Already every existing GlS ILlS system contains this information virtually 
in form of coordinates. We should have to realize and comprehend the 
possible resulting advantages from reorganizing of data structure belonging 
to system and application. 
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Digital Generalization of the Traditional Circumference 
and Area Concepts 
We initiate the following micro structure for gapless connection of polygons 
(KADAR, 1992). It could be seen a general quadrilateral as raster polygon 
sets together with the so-called digital boundary line sets (Fig. 3). Every 
set can be generated by computer software using coordinate list containing 
four points without any additional information. 
l! i. ,- .. -; 1"; 
4 0. . 
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Fig. 3. 
We enlarged the traditional concepts of circumference family with 
four elements and area family with two elements and changed only the 
first letters of the Hungarian names at the creation of the new names. 
The following list contains the new concepts and their short explanations 
(MIZSEI - KAD . ..\R - ZALEZSAK, 1989). 
Circumference 
1. Keriilet (circumference) Name: KER Value: k or keriilet 
k=h+z 
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2. Herulei: Set name: HER Cardinality: h or herulei 
h = the amount of border points what is h = k in the case of well 
oriented rectangle, in general case it is different from one another. 
3. Zerulei: Set name: ZER Cardinality: z or zerulei 
z=h-k 
we use the first letter of zero for their marking 
4. Nerulei: Set name: NER Cardinality: n or nerulei 
n = the amount of vertex set of the polygon 
5. Veruiei: Set name: VER Cardinality: v or verulei 
v = the amount of raster elements which central points fit just (sym-
metrically) to the boundary line of the polygon 
Area 
6. TeTulei (area) Name: TER Value: i or ierulei 
h 
i=b+--l 2 
i. Berulei: Set name: BER Cardinality: b or berulei 
b = the amount of the inside raster elements 
8. M erulet: Set name: MER Cardinality: m or merulet 
m = the amount of all raster elements of the polygon 
One part of this new idea can be found in Pick formula (b, h) but k 
has been used instead of h. The relations between above mentioned raster 
sets could be seen on Fig 4. 
KER 
" :)I HER (hl ZER (z) 
" :)I NElt (11) VER (v) 
HElt=NER U VElt 
k=h+z"" 
k=n+v+z 
h=n+v tJ 
lI:Sh:Sk 
TEIt 
" 
... :)I 
BER(b) .. n IIn-! 
"" 
<> rl 
1\1 
... 
illER = llEIt U HER 
21=2b+h-2 
21=2m-h-2 
b<t<m 
Pig. 4. Digital generalization of the traditional circumference and area concepts 
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To represent the above mentioned ideas a demonstrative program was 
made which draws a small polygon net to the screen from the data of an 
optional co-ordinate line and polygon list asked in interactive way, then 
calculates the characteristics of plots concerning to the area family and 
circumference family and draws into the suitable polygon (screen copy). 
The 'digital straight boundary' has very close connection with digi-
tal line (ROSENFELD, 1974) but is not identical with it. The digital line 
(Fig. Sa) can be considered like demarcation line but the digital bound-
ary does not contain 'nO\vhere belong' raster elements rather 'border' and 
not 'boundary'. The production of digital boundary is happen with the 
easy recursion or circuit like digital line. The digital boundary projects a 
traditional polygon like equal area projection (Fig. 5b). 
r:6{<0 
~ ~ 
~ ~;;;; ~ 
~;:-; .l'1(; 0f«: ;;; :i0 '(/; ~ 
~~ ~~ f;§~ ~ I 
X/, t& 
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2i;~ ~f-
-z; ~~ 
:2:_ a 
Fig,S. a) DigiTal straight lines formed rasterpolygon, b) Digital straight boundary 
Every digital straight boundary is symmetrical its centre. Conse-
quently the parts which are taken off (add) from the area of neighbouring 
polygon situated ou the right side of symmetry centre are given back (take 
off) from the other half which si-cuated on the left side of symmetry centre. 
So one condition of equal area projection is satisfied. The other condition 
follows directly from Pick theorem: the sum of square sections cutting out 
from n vertices polygon equals exactly (n - 2) ~ the difference between 
beriilet and area. In fact the (n - 2)~ correspo~ds to the (n - 2)180° or 
(n - 2)1f well-known formula but in discrete geometry the angle has been 
used in terms of fraction parts in the area of raster element. In case of 
triangle this can be seen in Fig 6. 
A question comes up: why this 'hair-splitting' is necessary, why not 
the time-honoured methods such as area, circumference 2D and 3D co-
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f3 
Fig. 6. 
ordinates are suitable? Data bases - according to their definitions and 
standards - require the use of very clear domains and associated data 
values. In such a kind of systems frame error, rounding error it cannot 
happen more frequently so their consequences do not arise at all. This 
statement is completely independent from the user's desired accuracy in 
an existing GIS /LIS system or at the reliability of available data. 
Test Results Using Subrange Data Type 
First Experiment 
Firstly we transform the polyfill function in a graphic software package in 
such a way that during the filling procedure the function counts the pixels 
from zero and then stops at a desired point, which we wanted to determine 
with subrange data type, instead of coordinates (see Appendix AI). If the 
given point is the same pixel where the filling begins then the 'position' is 
zero, and if the last pixel then the value of the position is very close to the 
polygon area. The difference depends on the domain in which the filling 
occurs in case as 
the polygon is an open 2D interval, namely just those pixels get colour 
where centre is inside the theoretical boundary of polygon (the domain 
of subrallge data type always smaller than the area of polygon) (see 
Appendix A2) 
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the polygon is a close 2D interval, just those pixels get colour which 
are inside the polygon or on its boundary (the domain of subrange 
data type are always larger than the area) (see Appendix A3) 
- the filling method is similar to one that has almost become standard 
in digital geometry, namely one half of those pixels which are on the 
polygon border \vill belong to the domains of neighbouring polygons 
and the other half will take over from the neighbours. In such a case 
the domain of subrange data type is smaller or greater, but perhaps 
it should be exactly equal to the area of the polygon. 
In the case of the polygon system the above described subrange data 
type can be used in the same way as the original polyfill function works if 
for example inside a certain given area we would colour the whole forest 
or fish-pond. If the function does not find the desired point during the 
filling procedure inside the first polygon then the counting will continue at 
the following polygon skipping the empty domains between the polygons. 
According to the above mentioned, subrange data type is in practice a 2D 
domain which consists of more parts, may be quite irregular with rugged 
edges and holes, moreover inside holes may be possibly one or more other 
polygons. 
Second Experiment 
We modified the well-known structure of Quad-tree and R-tree for an-
other experiment series so it will be suitable for effective location (see 
Appendix B), because without modifying, the leaf generating procedure 
will fill completely the given object with d-ifferent size leafs. If a monitoring 
command stops the filling procedure at the point which we wamed to lo-
calize and summarize the area of generated leafs then this amount - as a 
generalisation of our previous attempts - gives unambiguous position num-
ber. We tested such a version also when 2D binary tree was used instead 
of quad-tree. According to our experiences in both cases relatively much 
time is required for solution. For this reason we tried the inorder traversal 
instead of preorder one. At such filling method the average runtime and 
sheet number length was at minimum. 
Third Experiment 
It proved to be the simplest and quickest solution when the object - which 
serves as domain - was sequentially decomposed into triangle and we paid 
attention in which triangle could we find the point (see Appendix Cl and 
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C2). The position is the sum of the areas of previous triangles completed 
with a position value determined by the pixel in the last triangle where 
the point is situated. It is worth to mention for the sake of the polygon 
type that can be seen in Appendix C and would be expedient to work 
out experimentally another decomposition method which decomposes the 
polygon into general size rectangles instead of triangles. Applying such a 
method the figure in Appendix C would cover 9 rectangles instead of 3{ 
triangles. 
Fourth Experiment 
If an object (parcels with identical agricultural land-use or owner) consists 
of more parts moreover inside the individual polygons can be found so-
called 'lakes' and inside this so-called 'island' which borders are formed by 
polygons we work with 'generalized polygons'. In Appendix D examples 
can be found. 
"Ve feel that the realization of redundancy-free geometric data com-
pression turns from pipe-dream into reality and hereby will possibility to 
develop highly structured position systems. 
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